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ABSTRACT: We study the mechanical properties of two-dimensional (2D) boron—borophenes 
—by first-principles calculations. The recently synthesized borophene with 1/6 concentration of 
hollow hexagons (HH) is shown to have in-plane modulus C up to 210 N/m and bending 
stiffness as low as D = 0.39 eV. Thus, its Foppl–von Karman number per unit area, defined as 
C/D, reaches 568 nm-2, over twofold higher than graphene's value, establishing the borophene as 
one of the most flexible materials. Yet, the borophene has a specific modulus of 346 m2/s2 and 
ideal strengths of 16 N/m, rivaling those (453 m2/s2 and 34 N/m) of graphene. In particular, its 
structural fluxionality enabled by delocalized multi-center chemical bonding favors structural 
phase transitions under tension, which result in exceptionally small breaking strains yet highly 
ductile breaking behavior. These mechanical properties can be further tailored by varying the HH 
concentration, and the boron sheet without HHs can even be stiffer than graphene against tension. 
The record high flexibility combined with excellent elasticity in boron sheets can be utilized for 
designing composites and flexible systems.  
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      Positioned between beryllium and carbon in the periodic table, boron is a key element that 
has chemical features of both metal and non-metal. Because of this unique nature, a rich variety 
of bonding configurations can form between boron atoms, ranging from normal two-center two-
electron bonds to up to seven-center two-electron bonds,1 enabling boron to form a large number 
of allotropes and compounds with most elements. Since the advent of graphene,2 two-
dimensional (2D) materials that are one or several atoms thick reign the current field of materials 
research. As boron has demonstrated striking similarity to carbon, forming planar clusters1, 3-8, 
cage-like fullerences9-15 and 1D nanotubes 7, 16-21, extensive theoretical efforts have been devoted 
to exploring graphene analogues of boron—borophenes22-26. Unlike graphene or hexagonal 
boron nitride (h-BN) that have exclusively stable honeycomb lattice, the borophene is predicted 
to be polymorphic27 with numerous states near the ground-state energy line, due to a highly 
variable network of hollow hexagons (HHs) in a reference triangular lattice. Towards the 
synthesis of borophenes, several theoretical works28-29 have suggested using metal substrates, 
such as Ag or Cu that may screen only a few of 2D boron structures. Very recently, two 
independent experiments have reported the successful synthesis of borophenes on Ag(111) by 
using molecular beam epitaxy methods 30-31.  
      Because of reduced dimensionality, borophenes show qualitatively different properties from 
bulk boron. For example, while all existing 3D boron allotropes are semiconducting at standard 
conditions, borophenes show metallic characteristic30-32, which also distinguishes them from 
other well studied 2D materials usually having bandgaps. Among the properties borophenes may 
offer, their mechanical properties are of particular interest and importance. First, since boron is 
lighter than most elements, borophenes have lower mass density than other 2D materials. This 
opens an intriguing possibility of using borophenes as reinforcing elements for designing 
composites, provided that their in-plane stiffness and ideal strength are satisfactorily high. 
Second, 2D materials exhibit high levels of flexibility against out-of-plane deformation and are 
suitable for fabricating flexible devices. The metallic borophenes are specially potential for 
making flexible electrode and contact, both being crucial for nanoelectronics. Fully materializing 
the borophenes’ potential into these applications is contingent upon knowing their elastic 
properties, ideal strength and structural flexibility. Unlike graphene and h-BN sheet made of 
two-electron two-center bonding, borophenes are braided by delocalized multicenter two-
electron bonding33. Little from extensive study of mechanics in graphene and h-BN sheet can be 
generalized to borophenes, where qualitatively new phenomena could be anticipated. 
      Here, we show by first-principles calculations that the experimentally realized borophene, 
with a HH concentration of v=1/6 (defined as v=m/N, where m is the number of HHs in a unit 
cell of N triangular lattice sites), is a type of material that combines supreme flexibility and 
excellent in-plane elasticity. The borophene has an out-of-plane bending stiffness fourfold lower 
than graphene but its elastic moduli exceeds one-half of graphene’s value. As a result, borophene 
possesses a record high Foppl–von Karman number per unit area34-35 as 568 nm-2, establishing it 
as one of the most flexible materials. Despite the extreme flexibility, the ideal strength of 
borophene can be over 16 N/m, higher than those of the best known polymer materials, and its 
specific modulus is up to 346 m2/s2, rivaling those of graphene. In contrast to other 2D materials, 
the borophene can relieve tensile stress by increasing HH concentration, manifested as a series of 
tension-induced phase transitions, and thereby withstand a tensile load ~10 N/m at strains as high 
as 40%. Moreover, the flexibility, elasticity and strength of borophene can be tailored by varying 
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HH concentration, which may be controlled using different metal substrates in synthesis. These 
mechanical properties beyond those of existing 2D materials will promote the applications of 
borophenes in nanoelectromechanical systems and flexible electronics.  
      All the calculations are implemented in Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) 
code.36-37 We employ ultrasoft pseudo-potentials for the core region and spin-unpolarized density 
functional theory (DFT) based on the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof 38 functional. The kinetic energy cutoff of the plane-wave expansion is set to be 400 
eV. The borophenes are simulated using supercells with a periodic boundary condition. The 
vacuum region between two borophene layers in adjacent periodic images is fixed to 15 Å in 
order to eliminate spurious interaction. For evaluating the bending stiffness, infinite boron 
nanotubes with different diameter are simulated with a primitive tube cell. The Brillouin-zone is 
densely sampled for integration, with approximately the same k-point density among different-
sized supercells. Uniaxial tensile strain is applied along x and y directions (see definition later) of 
the simulated box. The borophenes are stretched step by step, and, meanwhile, the dimension is 
allowed to shrink in the orthogonal direction. To allow possible reconstructions during tension, 
we use 1×2 and 3×2 supercells for the v1/6 and triangular sheets, respectively; a part of boron 
atoms are displaced along the stretching direction from their ideal position prior to structural 
relaxation. Different levels of atomic displacement are considered in order to select the optimal 
structure at each applied strain ε. This method has proven reliable for evaluating the strength of 
single-walled carbon nanotubes.39 All the atomic positions are fully relaxed using the conjugate-
gradient method until the force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å. The energy barriers for 
bond rotation are calculated using the climbing image-nudged elastic-band method.40 
      The experimentally realized borophenes were characterized to be in different lattice phases. 
The triangular (v=0) and v1/6 sheets were proposed as atomic models for a stripped phase
30, 41 
while the v1/5 sheet was proposed for a phase showing a brick-wall pattern
31 in scanning 
tunneling microscopy images. The relaxed triangular sheet displays a washboard-like buckling 
structure due to an excess of electrons (Figure 1a), whereas the v1/6 and v1/5 sheets are purely 
planar because of their high HH concentrations making them both electron-deficient (Figure 1b 
and 1c). In addition, we also consider the planar α (i.e. v=1/9) and v1/8 sheets, two of the most 
stable structures in vacuum27, and a buckled v1/12 sheet (Figure S1), one of the most stable 
structures on Au(111) 29. For ease of discussion, we define the lattice orientation along straight 
boron chains as x direction and that perpendicular to the chains as y direction (see Figure 1).  
      In general, engineering strain can be applied in an arbitrary lattice orientation; to examine 
possible anisotropy, we consider two basic cases, that is, the strains applied along the x and y 
directions. The calculated stress-strain curves of all borophenes are linearly elastic at small 
strains. The elastic response can be either isotropic or anisotropic depending on structural 
symmetry. The Young’s modulus, C, and Poisson ratio, σ, of different boron sheets are 
summarized in Table I, together with those of other typical 2D materials for comparison. For the 
v1/6 sheet, C are 189 N/m and 210 N/m along x and y directions, respectively, lower than 342 
N/m for graphene 42; the corresponding σ are 0.15 and 0.17, respectively, almost identical to 0.17 
for graphene. Interestingly, C of planar B sheet is quite insensitive to v, varying from 189 N/m to 
216 N/m in the x direction and from 208 N/m to 222 N/m in the y direction upon changing v 
from 1/5 to 1/9. This insensitivity can be understood by taking borophenes as a binary system 
composed of HHs and filled hexagons. With applied in-plane strain, the bond deformation 
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around the HHs is more pronounced than that in the filled hexagons, as shown in Figure 2 for the 
v1/6 and α sheets, suggesting that the HHs are mechanically "softer" than the filled hexagons. 
Since the applied strain is highly concentrated around the HHs, they dominates the elasticity of 
entire sheets and result in the insensitivity of C and σ to v. In the triangular sheet with no HH, the 
bond deformation is uniform; C becomes outstandingly high along the ridges, but decreases to 
163 N/m across the ridges because the tensile deformation is largely contributed by bond rotation 
in this direction.  
      Since the HHs tend to result in a planar sheet and govern its elasticity, the 2D B sheets with 
HHs display insignificant anisotropy. The α sheet is even isotropic due to its high symmetry. 
Likewise, the Poisson ratio is almost isotropic upon varying v from 1/5 to 1/9. Interestingly, the 
triangular sheet has zero Poisson ratio across the ridges and even negative Poisson ratio when 
stretching along the ridges. The negative Poisson ratio results from the Poisson effect along the 
out-of-plane direction, that is the applied strain reduces the buckling amplitude of the sheet; in 
turn, instead of shrinking, the ridge-to-ridge distance is increased markedly due to a much lower 
in-plane modulus across the ridges than along the ridges. The negative Poisson ratio should also 
exist in other buckled borophenes with low HH concentrations. Earlier theories have reported 
negative Poisson ratio in phosphorene43 and a newly predicted Be5C2 monolayer
43-44, both with a 
large out-of-plane buckling.  
      Among the known 2D materials, borophene should be the lightest one since only a few 
elements can be simpler than boron. This motivates us to calculate the specific modulus, i.e. the 
elastic modulus per mass density C/ρ. Figure 3a summarizes the specific modulus of borophenes. 
For the v1/6 sheet, the specific modulus is 346 m
2/s2 in the y direction, which reaches 76% of 
graphene’s value and 95% of h-BN’s value. Meanwhile, this value is 4-20 times higher than 
those of other 2D materials and twofold higher than boron fibers45, opening the possibility of 
using borophenes as reinforcing elements. It is of practical importance that the specific modulus 
of borophene does not depend much on v, nor on lattice orientation. An exception again arises at 
the triangular sheet, which has a record high value of 516 m2/s2 along the ridges but a much 
smaller value of 211 m2/s2 across the ridges.     
      Having revealed the in-plane elasticity of borophenes, we proceed to examine their out-of-
plane bending stiffness D, which is determined by fitting the calculated bending energy per unit 
area Eben of a boron nanotube as a function of tube radius r, based on an analytical expression 
Eben = Dr
-2/2. In this manner, we obtain D = 1.42 eV for graphene, in good agreement with 
previous DFT-level values46-50. For the 2D B polymorphs, D turns out to rather small in the x and 
y directions, as listed in Table I. In particular, the v1/6 sheet has D as low as 0.39 eV along the 
HH rows, smaller than the reported value of any 2D material. The reason for this record small D 
is twofold. First, the HHs are aligned into parallel rows, which facilitate bending along the rows 
due to decreased bond density therein. Second, the row-to-row spacing in the v1/6 sheet is unique 
in a manner that optimizes the length of horizontal B-B bonds in the HH rows and, meanwhile, 
minimizes the energy cost of bending more rigid filled hexagons. This point becomes clearer 
when comparing structures of the v1/5 and v1/12 sheets, both with HH rows too. In the v1/5 sheet, 
the B-B bonds in the HH rows are shorter by 0.03 Å and hence stronger than those in the v1/6 
sheet; its D thus rises to 0.56 eV. Yet, in the v1/12 sheet, the HH rows are sparsely spaced and the 
wide segments made of filled hexagons are more involved in bending deformation (Figure S1), 
which results in an even higher D of 0.92 eV.  
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      Generally, decreasing v close to 0 leads to an increase of D and results in more evident 
anisotropy, since the corresponding borophenes are increasingly buckled. The triangular sheet 
has a maximum buckling of 0.87 Å, which increases D to 1.39 eV along the ridges and up to 
4.92 eV across the ridges. This bending stiffness is comparable to other 2D materials with finite 
thickness, such as 5.21 eV for phosphorene and 9.14 eV for single-layer MoS2 (close to 9 eV in 
an earlier work51). 
      The combined excellent in-plane stiffness and exceptionally small flexural rigidity render 
borophenes as an atomic membrane that is easy to bend yet hard to stretch. The material 
parameter characterizing this behavior is the Foppl–von Karman number per unit area, γ, defined 
as C/D. Compared to specific modulus, γ varies much more widely from material to material 
(Figure 3b). The v1/6 sheet has a highest γ of 568 nm
-2, which is over two times higher than 234 
nm-2 for graphene and forty times higher than 14 nm-2 for the MoS2 monolayer. The v1/6 sheet 
thus represents one of the most flexible materials, yet with considerably high in-plane modulus. 
Varying v can significantly modulate γ, which decreases to 377 nm-2 for the v1/5 sheet and 34 nm
-
2 for the triangular sheet along the ridges. It is worth mentioning that the v1/5, v1/8, and α sheets 
still have higher γ than graphene, independent of lattice orientation.   
      The unprecedented flexibility of borophene can be further visualized by wrapping it around 
an object and then examining its morphology. For demonstration, we use a BN nanotube, around 
which the MoS2, graphene and v1/6 sheet are wrapped, respectively. The 2D materials will bend 
either locally or uniformly, depending on their bending stiffness D and curvature r-1. The energy 
change per unit area of a 2D material wrapping around a BN nanotube can be expressed as 
ΔE=Ebend+Evdw, where Ebend= Dr
-2/2 is bending energy and Evdw is van der Waals contribution. 
When Evdw> Ebend, the 2D material tends to bend uniformly around the nanotube. Note that Evdw 
is a constant but Ebend increases with decreasing tube radius. Therefore, there is a critical tube 
radius, below which the 2D material starts to bend locally. By calculating Evdw, the critical tube 
radius is determined to be 1.8 nm for MoS2 monolayer and 0.9 nm for graphene but drops to 0.3 
nm for the v1/6 sheet. Relaxed structures of MoS2, graphene and v1/6 sheet wrapping around a (7,0) 
nanotube (r = 0.3 nm) are shown in Figure S2. In accord with our analysis, both the MoS2 and 
graphene bend locally, but the v1/6 sheet is fully wrapped around the nanotube. The demonstrated 
extreme flexibility would allow the v1/6 sheet to precisely follow a solid surface with nanoscale 
roughness, to an extent that the interspaces between the sheet and surface are minimized to 
impede intercalation of external chemical species. This feature may invite potential applications, 
such as coating for anticorrosion if a chemically inert capping layer is additionally deposited.  
      Another important mechanical parameter is the ideal strength of borophenes. Unlike other 2D 
materials with covalent bonds, borophenes are made of multi-center bonds, which may bring out 
distinctive mechanical response in the elastic limit. The ideal tensile stress versus engineering 
strain for the triangular sheet is shown in Figure 4a. At small strains, the sheet exhibits linear 
stress-strain relationship, with notable elastic anisotropy. As the strain increases, the stress-strain 
behaviors become increasingly nonlinear and show enhanced anisotropy. The peak stress reaches 
20.9 N/m along the ridges at εxx=8.7% and 12.2 N/m at εyy=14.3% across the ridges. The peak 
strengths and critical strains of the triangular sheet are remarkably close to previously reported 
values attained by examining the phonon instability52, confirming the validity of our method 
based on atomic displacement in predicting the ideal strength. Since other 2D B sheets have 
intrinsic negative phonon frequencies that may obscure the appearance of negative frequency 
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induced by strain, we continue to use our method to examine their ideal strength. Figure 4b 
presents the results for the v1/6 sheet, whose peak strength is 16.4 N/m at εxx=12.5% across the 
HH rows and 15.4 N/m at εyy=10.6% along the HH rows, showing a little anisotropy. As long as 
the HHs are included, the ideal strength of borophene changes limitedly upon varying v, as 
evidenced by the similar values in the α and v1/8 sheets (Figure 3c). An implication of this result 
is that the strength of borophenes can be insensitive to point defects, such as monovacancy and 
adatoms (equivalent to changing HHs), in contrast to other 2D materials where these defects 
markedly degrade their mechanical performance. While the ideal strengths of borophenes are 
inferior to graphene and h-BN sheet53, they are significantly higher than other 2D materials, such 
as MoS2
54 and phosphorene55 (Figure 3c). Of more interest is that all the strengths of borophenes 
are reached at exceptionally small critical strains (8%~15%), compared to those of other 2D 
materials (Figure 3d). The small critical strains are attributed to an unusual response of the multi-
center bonding at elastic limit, as discussed below.   
      Materials at critical tensile strain are usually ensued by structural failure. However, this is not 
the case for borophenes, which undergo structural phase transitions under tension. Figure 4b 
shows that the v1/6 sheet stretched across the HH rows is transformed into a new v1/7 sheet when 
εxx > 12.5% and further into an B monolayer comprised of octagons, squares and triangles as εxx 
is increased to 32% (Figure 4b, top inserts). When stretched along the HH rows, the structural 
distortion starts to appear in the rows of filled hexagons at εyy=10.6%; then the structure is 
transformed to a new B sheet made of triangles and octagons as εyy is increased to 30% (Figure 
5b, bottom inserts). The phase transition endows borophenes with high toughness against tensile 
loading. For example, the v1/6 sheet can resist a load of 11 N/m and 6 N/m at a tensile strain as 
high as 36% applied across and along the HH rows, respectively, at which even the strongest 
graphene has been broken in our simulations. The tension-induced phase transition is a common 
behavior in the boron sheets with HHs. Our calculations show that the v1/8 and α sheets can all be 
transformed into new sheets with lower HH concentrations (Figure S3), giving them a large 
loading capability even under extremely high strain (>30%). We have verified that these key 
results can be reproduced in simulations using a larger supercell (Figure S4).  
      The strain-induced phase transition is rare in 2D materials, and it benefits from the variable B 
coordination from 3 to 6 as well as structural fluxionality of borophenes enabled by delocalized 
multicenter two-electron B-B bonds. The phase transition involves atomic rearrangements via 
bond rotations. We thus searched for the transition states of bond rotations in the v1/6 sheet using 
nudged elastic-band method. The energy barrier is 2.28 eV for rotating a bond in the HH row 
(marked by black thick line) and 1.7 eV for rotating a bond (marked by blue thick line) tilted 
with respect to the HH row (Figure 4c). These barriers are over three-fold lower than that (~9 eV) 
for Stone-Wales bond rotation in graphene, indicating that the bonds are much easier to flip in 
borophenes. Of more significance is that the two barriers can drop to almost zero at ε=10% 
applied along and across the HH rows, respectively (Figure 4d). Accordingly, the reaction 
energies, i.e. the energy difference between the initial and final states, become highly negative at 
ε=10% to help drive the bond flip. We have also noted that in some planar boron clusters the 
inner B atoms can rotate against the periphery of the clusters with almost no barrier.56 Another 
point worth mentioning is that pentagons and heptagons, which are normal products of a Stone-
Wales bond rotation in carbon materials, relax into triangles or fused hexagons in borophene. In 
this manner, the stress created by bond rotation is relieved in the final state, whose energy is 
thereby greatly reduced.  
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      In contrast, the triangular sheet shows a brittle fracture at a strain of ~14%, above which the 
stress sharply drops to zero (Figure 5a). The brittle fracture can be understood from two aspects: 
i) Due to excessive electrons, the triangular sheet has out-of-plane buckling, which is decreased 
by applied tensile strain; the decreased buckling diminishes the mixing of in-plane and out-of-
plane orbitals and thereby drives more of the excessive electrons to occupy the in-plane 
antibonding states, ending up with severely weakened B-B bonds. ii) The dangling bonds along 
the cleaved edges are self-passivated due to the variability of B coordination; the self-passivation 
is particularly efficient at the cleaved flat B edge (insets in Figure 5a), which naturally exists in 
many planar B molecules 1, 4, 17.  
      In conclusion, we have performed comprehensive first-principles analyses of the mechanical 
properties of borophenes, which are shown to combine excellent elasticity, unprecedented 
flexibility and high ideal strength. In particular, the borophene with a HH concentration of 1/6 
has a bending stiffness fourfold lower than the value of graphene, attributed to optimally spaced 
HH rows. Yet, the Young’s modulus of the v1/6 sheet reaches up to 210 N/m, over 60% of the 
graphene’s value. Thus, the v1/6 sheet possesses the highest Foppl–von Karman number per unit 
area, i.e. the ratio between in-plane modulus and bending stiffness, featuring it as a material that 
most easily bends and crumples than it stretches. The high in-plane elasticity of the borophene is 
further aided by its low mass density, leading its specific modulus of 346 m2/s2 to be close to that 
of graphene. Of more surprise is that this flexible material has an ideal strength of 16 N/m, only 
secondary to graphene and h-BN sheet but being several times higher than MoS2 monolayer, 
phosphorene and silicene. Being made of delocalized multi-center bondings, the borophene does 
not fracture after the peak strength but experiences strain-induced structural phase transitions that 
toughen the materials further, to an extent that it still can resist the same levels of loading as 
original even at a strain over 35%. All these mechanical properties of the borophene can be 
further adjusted by varying the HH concentration. Our findings offer new insight into the 
mechanical response of multi-center two-electron bonds and suggest potential applications of 
borophenes in making composites and flexible devices.  
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Table I. Calculated Young’s modulus C, Poisson ratio σ, bending stiffness D and mass density ρ 
of borophenes and other typical 2D materials. x and y are two principal lattice directions. For a 
honeycomb lattice, x and y correspond to armchair and zigzag directions, respectively.  
 
Materials Cx (N/m) Cy (N/m) σx σy Dx (eV) Dy (eV) ρ (kg/m
2) 
triangular 399 163 -0.23 0 4.76 1.39 7.73×10-7 
v1/12 208 161 0.09 0.08 1.33 0.92 6.78×10
-7 
α 212 212 0.14 0.14 0.79 0.79 6.49×10-7 
v1/8 216 222 0.17 0.18 0.74 0.59 6.38×10
-7 
v1/6 189 210 0.15 0.17 0.56 0.39 6.07×10
-7 
v1/5 196 208 0.11 0.12 0.52 0.54 5.88×10
-7 
graphene 342 342 0.17 0.17 1.46 1.46 7.55×10-7 
h-BN 273 273 0.21 0.22 0.97 0.97 7.53×10-7 
MoS2 125 125 0.25 0.27 9.14 9.14 3.04×10
-6 
silicene 60 60 0.22 0.22 0.44 0.44 7.24×10-7 
phosphorene 90 24 0.16 0.72 5.21 1.35 1.35×10-6 
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Figure 1. Atomic geometries of borophenes. (a) triangular, (b) v1/6 and (c) v1/5 sheets are shown.  
 
 
 
a b 2.4% 
1.0%  
Figure 2. Maps of bond strains in the (a) v1/6 and (b) α sheets under an applied biaxial strain of 
2%.  
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Figure 3. Elasticity and strength of borophenes. (a) Specific stiffness and (b) Foppl–von Karman 
number per unit area (i.e. the ratio between in-plane and bending modulus) of borophenes and 
other typical 2D materials. Collected ideal strength (c) and its critical strain (d) in borophenes, 
compared with values of other 2D materials. The data for h-BN sheet, MoS2 and phosphorene in 
(c) and (d) are obtained from Refs. 53-55, respectively.  
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Figure 4. Stress-strain relationship. Tensile stress as a function of uniaxial strain in x and y 
directions for the (a) triangular and (b) v1/6 sheets. (c) Minimum energy paths for two possible 
Stone-Wales bond rotations in the v1/6 sheet (the rotated bonds are highlighted in thick black and 
blue, respectively). The inserts illustrate the atomic structures of initial, transition and final states. 
(d) Energy barrier and reaction energy for bond rotation as functions of applied strain. The blue 
line in (d) corresponds to the bond rotation shown in blue in (c).  
